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For Our Children's Safety
Published on 04/16/13
The CHILDTRAC Personal GPS System allows parents to stay in touch with your loved ones
with an easy to use iPhone application and affordable Personal GPS Tracking device. The
tracking device carried by the child allows the parents to know their child's location,
communicate with their child and much more. CHILDTRAC is running a spring promotion on the
GPS Trackers for a limited time.
Spring Hill, Florida - Every good parent has asked the questions "Where is my child and
are they safe?" CHILDTRAC has introduced a GPS Tracking System that gives parents the
peace of mind by keeping them in touch with their loved ones. A FREE iPhone app for the
parent and an affordable communication and GPS tracking device for the child is all that
is needed to feel the Freedom, Security and Certainty that comes with knowing where your
loved one is located and that they are safe.
The CHILDTRAC Personal GPS System allows parents to easily locate their child's location
and view it on a map, discretely listen-in to their child's surrounding area, communicate
with their child with a 2-Way calling feature and be alerted if their child encounters an
emergency situation or crosses a pre-configured virtual boundary or exceeds a
pre-configured speed.
Download the free iPhone app today and try the demo tracker included in the app to see how
simple and intuitive the CHILDTRAC Personal GPS System is to use. For more information,
please visit our website.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS and above
* iOS 4.3 and above
* 5.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
CHILDTRAC is free and available worldwide through the App Store in the Navigation
category. GPS Tracker retails for $299.99 USD and is available via the CHILDTRAC Website.
(Free SIM card and airtime for the first 30 days included for U.S. and Canadian
customers).
CHILDTRAC:
http://www.childtrac.com
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/childtrac/id431226051
Screenshot 1:
http://a1297.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/110/Purple/v4/d0/32/be/d032be09-37d6-4b36-6079-99
e4990e06a8/mzl.cygyboyg.320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://a90.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/068/Purple/v4/5e/8f/9f/5e8f9f12-1e48-072def8c-5c9d81c93e42/mzl.xjyktmzl.320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 3:
http://a1588.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/113/Purple/v4/96/79/e3/9679e383-2cf9-50e9-e1d0-60
b496cbd90f/mzl.wokliptu.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/117/Purple/v4/d2/6b/a7/d26ba7aa-47dea0f8-eb44-35aa61d33edd/mzm.umkiabhy.175x175-75.jpg
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CHILDTRAC USA is a company that specializes in the development and distribution of its
Personal GPS System for concerned parents. Copyright (C) 2013 CHILDTRAC USA. All rights
reserved. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective
owners.
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